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Test present simple tense pdf

Video Content Index: Real Simple - Cram Up - Tests in English on Simple Present 1 Test your knowledge of the simple present. Once you send the answers, you'll see how well you've done in the test. Choose the right answer and click on the question tag (?) next to it. If your answer is correct, smilie is
shown. If this is wrong, a red cross (X) appears and you should try as often as only one answer remains. Click on the arrow to move on to the next question. You get a score that is expressed in percentage. 1. Every morning I am at seven o'clock.  Get up I get up gets up 2. In the morning she always takes
a shower and hair.  comb comb combing 3. When I finished dressing, I put on my shoes and Kew.  Go down goes down going down in the morning going down goes down 4. In January, it is very common.   snow snows is snowing are snowing 5. It's hard at the moment.   Rain rain rain rain 6. I'm my
homework right after I got home from school.  does I do 7. Fred and his room just now.  Clean cleaning cleans am cleaning 8. She's very much there.  as loves sympathy 9. Every year we go to the sea.  go going going 10. Listen! My sister is a piano.  Play plays play play 11. Sandra and Tim are new words
right now.  learns learns learns learning to learn 12. We're not far from the city centre.   living a life I live 13. Every day after breakfast she and the newspaper.   read reads read 14. You don't have to bother your father because he's in his office.  the work I work works 15. Sebastian and a few languages.
  talk says speak 16. They____________ it very well.   know knowing, knowing 17. A lime tree in front of my window.  Stand stands worth 18. Girls often - he stands in front of the shop window.  see sees see see 19. I wonder if he and my name.  remember remember, remember 20. Give me this book. It's
for me.   belong owned by 21. Mike Kew to be very pleased with his new job.  it seems I'm seeming 22. I usually live in England, but now I'm in Paris.   live the life I live 23. He's an essay, don't bother him.   write writes write 24. They're a show every night. Watch watch 25. Sally often goes swimming on
Sundays, but now she and her mom are cooking. Help helps help help 26. I'll look out the window. Road workers on the street. digging excavations dig up 27. Susan and Bob are their guitars every night. Play plays play play 28. Where's your sister? She and her friend are a network. Surfing surfing surfing
surfing 29. Your father is busy. He's a bus. changes change 30. Is your mom home? No, she's usually home in an hour. comes goes you can do this grammar quiz online or print it out on paper. It checks what you've learned on the Present Simple page. Back to 12 English Tenses Grammar Grammar
Game this now simple exercise involves positive, negative and questionable forms. Bring all the offer in the box and click check. Click here to see how to make the present simple. Click here for all the simple exercises present. Click here to download this exercise in PDF (with answers) Need more
practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. (Download this explanation in PDF) We have to use present Simple a lot in English, so it's really important to understand this well. Many students have problems with the form (or how to do it). The simple present with the 'be' verb 'be' is different
from other verbs in this time. Let's look at being first: Here's a positive form (positive means normal sentence, it's sometimes called positive or question. Exercise 08 Click here for step-by-step rules, stories and exercises to practice All English tenses 01 (en) following the previous top 02 following the
previous top 03 following the previous top-04 next previous top-05 following the previous top-06 following the previous top-07 next previous top-08 next previous Top 08 - What Next? Please share this page with others: Theme: True Simple Level: Beginner Instructions: Choose the right answer.
Instructions: Choose the right answer. Click here for the Answer Sheet Note: When printing, this page will be formatted correctly for use as a handout. Image copyright © UsingEnglish.com Ltd. - All rights reserved by this quiz and printed sheet can be used by students and No fees in the classroom;
however, you you are you keep all copyright information and references to UsingEnglish.com in place. View the original online on tests for present simple tense. testovi iz engleskog present simple tense. test 10 present simple tense. test for present simple tense and present continuous. test present
simple tense pdf. online test present simple tense. post-test present simple tense. simple present tense multiple choice test pdf
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